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‘In the same way, he sprinkled with blood the Tabernacle and all the vessels used in worship.
According to the Law, in fact, nearly everything must be purified with blood, and without the
shedding of blood there is no forgiveness. So it was necessary for the copies of the Heavenly
things to be purified with these sacrifices, but the Heavenly things themselves with better
sacrifices than these.’ –Hebrews 9: 21-23

The purpose of this study is to build upon the work of the late Ron Wyatt and his theory
about the place and circumstances surrounding the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. Specific
to the research or Ron Wyatt, this study suggests that if the stipulations are correct,
then the following correlations are probable based on approximate mathematical
measurements of distances primarily from the point of the supposed spot of the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ. According to Ron Wyatt’s eye-witness account, he dug in the
area between the Garden Tomb and the Skull Façade. Unbeknownst to him, the site is
at an approximate phi ratio distance. He excavated through to the cave where the Ark of
the Covenant was and the other main Temple furnishings. They were hid-away before
the Babylonians came and led Judah into their Captivity or Diaspora for 70 years.
Astonishing, Wyatt surmised that the crucifixion spot was directly atop this cavern some
40-44 feet. Could the Ark of the Covenant be correlating to this prophetic mathematical
factor of 70 in that 70 years was the year the 2nd Temple was destroyed and Israel was
led into a worldwide Diaspora for the last time? Could the Ark be revealed after Israel’s
modern birth in 1948 soon after it marks the 70th year generation? Could the layout of
the crucifixion of Jesus geographically be also a divine correlation to mathematical
factors of time and prophetic signatures? It was believed by Wyatt that during the
earthquake at the time of the crucifixion that is recorded in the Gospels, the rocks rent
to create a crevasse that let the blood of Jesus flow down to the very Mercy Seat of the
Ark. This would have fulfilled, literally the typology as seen and required in Scripture.
The Jews are looking upon a coming Messiah figure that will likewise build the 3rd
Temple in time of ‘peace’ much like a Solomon, whose name means ‘Peace’. The New
Testament does foretell of the coming AntiChrist false Messiah that will ‘sit’ in the Holy
of Holies. There is no place to sit in such a ‘cube’ except if there would be a ‘chair’ or
Mercy Seat that could only be corresponding to the Ark of the Covenant. After the
Diaspora in Babylon for 70 years, it took a Cyrus type of man to decree that Jerusalem
be rebuilt. This decree or ‘confirming’ facilitated later on the eventual construction of the
House of YHVH. There was actually a lull in the time the return of the Exiles started to
come back to first build the walls to when the 2nd Temple was actually constructed. In
the Last Days, will there be a repeat of this prophetic and historical pattern?
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The Multidimensional Crucifixion
It already appear that the 70 year prophetic pattern is repeating or will in these Last
Days. Since 1948, the Exiles from the last Diaspora since 70 AD started to return to
Israel and the walls have been built up now. What remains is the construction of the 3rd
Temple, if the pattern turns out to be prophetic. One ominous question then could be
asked, who will be this coming ‘Cyrus Anointed’ that will facilitate the decree? What
could be 1 of the main catalysts to demand such a Temple? One such variable and
element would be the reveling of the Ark of the Covenant.
As to the direct correlation of the crucifixion of Jesus to the Ark of the Covenant, could
such codes be extrapolated from the numerical factors that constitute the crucifixion site
and the purported cave where the Ark was supposedly discovered by the late Ron
Wyatt? This study does suggest that the very crucifixion of Jesus Christ was fashioned
in pure mathematical terms and distances. This hypothesis would be consistent in the
supposition that the Creator uses the Golden Ratio as the elemental building block
measurement ‘key’ found in all things. These distances and number variables include
the phi ratio factor that will be illustrated in the spiral fashion for emphases.
If this is the actual depiction of the purported crucifixion site of Jesus, then the
crucifixion of Jesus appears to correlate approximately to how far the Ark of the
Covenant would have been if one scales the topography of the crucifixion site in feet. It
appears that the Ark of the Covenant was in approximate distance from the exact
crucifixion spot and in phi ratio. Moreover, does this distance reveal secret encoded and
divine numerical coefficients? It appears that it does. If the top of the head of Jesus is
the beginning and the feet of Jesus is the end factor of the entire measurement, then
the following is determined mathematically. It is speculated based on the supposition of
the Garden Tomb that the height of Jesus was about 5’11’’.
40 feet

from top of head to lid of Ark crypt

5’11”
4’
--------9’11”

height of Jesus, speculated
elevated mound of crucifixion site
(911 code) or 3.3 yards (33 code)

= 119 inches (9-11 code) or = 3.3 yards (33) or
= 3.022 meters (322) degrees from Dome of Tablets on Temple Mount
What is also a contributing factor is that based on Wyatt’s excavations, Jesus was
apparently elevated on to a 4 foot platform as to highlight the spot by the Romans that
was perhaps reserved for the vilest of offenders and to be clearly seen of the city
crowds just outside the Damascus Gate. However did this event astonishingly also
record as a mathematical signature of month and day of Jesus’ birth of September 11, 3 BC (9-11) and the age He would die on April 14, 32 AD (32)? These are just 2 of the
possible speculated dates. And having a 322 degree heading from the Dome of the
Tables on the Temple Mount that many believe is the place where the Ark of the
Covenant rested in the Holy of Holies?
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What is also astonishing to consider is that if the distance that is implied is extrapolated
and elevated to a possibly prophetic significance, it speaks volumes of recurring sacred
Biblical numbers and echoes the approximate dimension of the Ark of Noah.
Throughout the Bible, both Old and New Testament there is a clear theological
application of how Jesus or the Messiah is a type correlating to the many ‘types and
shadows’ of various elements presented in the Bible. One such element is the Ark of the
Covenant. For example in a brief summation the contents of the Ark that of the Law
Tablets, the Bread or Mana and the Staff of Aaron all speak of the purpose of Jesus’
ministry. The broken Laws of YHVH speak of the need for blood atonement or covering.
The Mana or Bread speaks of how Jesus said that He is the Bread of Life. And the Staff
of Aaron that budded speaks that Jesus is not only The Branch or coming Messiah
Redeemer but that He would be resurrected or ‘budded’ that implies a death. This study
thus suggests that the distance from the very site of the crucifixion to the supposed
cave where the Ark of the Covenant was hidden is in phi ratio proportion of distance and
a scale of prophetic time even. If one takes the height of Jesus to have been 5’11’’
based on the modification of the Garden Tomb, and then the 4 feet elevated crucifixion
spot, one can approximate the distance mathematically to conclude that indeed the
cave right below the Cross of Calvary where the Lamb of YHVH was sacrificed was
approximate 40 feet below. The difference in the combined height of Jesus plus the 4
good elevation makes for a difference of 32 feet to add up to the 40 total. Did this
difference in distance correlate to Jesus’ age?
32 feet
40 feet

Age code?
= 13.333 yards to spot where blood was splattered = 480 inches

What is very unique as already alluded to was that the place where the blood of Jesus
was purported splattered on the Mercy Seat of the Ark of the Covenant parallel the phi
ratio to that of Jesus’ side wound. This supposition is based on the proportions of the
body that this study suggest are also patterned in the Garden Tomb after the
Tabernacle of Moses and the Ark of Noah based on total volume and area. Thus, if the
testimony of the late Ron Wyatt is accurate, even the distance of the crucifixion of Jesus
to the cave below of approximately 40 feet deep is composed in approximate record of
prophetic time. If in fact such a distance correlated to prophetic time, then the very
nature of the mathematics reveals some interesting correlations to the Royal Bloodline
of Jesus, literally.
The Royal Bloodline of Jesus
44
Kings of Israel and Judah
~44
feet from cross to base of Ark of the Covenant stone encasing or crypt

One can thus deduce that the Royal Blood of Jesus, as a direct descendant of King
David through both bloodlines of Joseph and Mary was literally ‘atoning’ the length of
the 44 Kings of Judah and Israel. In a sense, Jesus’ Royal Blood flowed across the
prophetic tapestry of the 44 Kings of Judah and Israel combined. It was after all that it
would be the ‘King of the Jews’ that would atone for the sins of Israel.
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The King of the Jews
Scripturally it is understood that Jesus, as the Messiah was not the sacrificial ‘Lamb of
YHVH’ only for the sins of Israel specifically due to Covenant Promise. Messiah would
die for sin, period and that includes all of Humanity or Adam and Eve’s race. This would
be the case as the Garden Promise of the coming Seed given to Eve was made before
Israel was ever the favored nation. And also one must not lose sight of the fact that
YHVH chose Israel because it was not the ‘head’ but the ‘tail’ of the nations. This means
that the Jews were of the least desirable and likely candidates for the world’s approval
or choice. This spiritual axiom was echoed in Hannah's Prayer of Thanksgiving in the
case of granting Samuel, a type of the Seed of the Woman to come, Jesus. In 1 Samuel
2:7-9 she foretold the following.
‘The LORD makes poor and rich; He brings low, He also exalts. He raises the poor from
the dust, He lifts the needy from the ash heap to make them sit with nobles, and inherit
a seat of honor; for the pillars of the Earth are the LORD'S, And He set the world on
them. He keeps the feet of His godly ones, but the wicked ones are silenced in
darkness; for not by might shall a man prevail.’
How would YHVH place all the sins of world, past, present and future upon Jesus at the
time and place of His crucifixion? Many have speculated that the time and place
became supra-dimensionalized as a spiritual payment or ‘atonement’ was made in
Heaven foremost. Consider for the sake of analogy an electrical circuit board. Allowing
for some poetic license, the crucifixion would be seen as such a construct. For example
if power is to be generated, directed and applied to a certain transformer, what is
needed are the following. This is a very simplified exposition of such a system. There
needs to be an antennae that for example collects the static charges from the air as
electricity-lighting discharges.
The antenna is grounded or made out of wood as in telephone posts for example in this
case. The current of energy is carried through a medium or conduit like the lines of the
poles and eventually is processed through a transformer. Can it be or was it the case
that at the crucifixion, such a construct occurred but in an interdimensional and
supernatural way beyond Human comprehension even? The wooden cross functioned
much like a telephone post, the energies of the sins of all Humanity, past, present and
future were all discharged and focused in Jesus’ body. The cross served as the
‘antenna’. The conduit of the current was His blood as it is the conduit of the body even
so. The ‘transformer’ was the Ark of the Covenant that closed the circuit and ‘atoned’ for
the sin once the Blood of Jesus touched it to complete the ‘circuit’.
If anything else, such a supposition and possible crucifixion narrative speaks of how just
amazing the probable mathematical relationships were perhaps also encrypted into the
very fabric of the time and place and even the distances concerning one of the most
important turning points in Human history, the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. It gives one a
deeper appreciation and understanding of just what possibly went on and occurred at
that time and place, even inter-dimensionally perhaps of how the Creator YHVH atoned
for the sins of a fallen Humanity through the body and blood of Jesus Christ.
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Some Sources
Wikipedia.com
WyattMuseum.com
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